Working Creatively with Groups Online

Working Creatively with

The overall aim of the course is to help participants increase their own con dence,
competence and creativity in online work.
A way of looking at online work with groups is to see it as having three dimensions:
Hands (doing), Heart (relating), and Head (thinking).

Groups Online

The Hands Dimension: here the focus is on how we do things. It is about
techniques, methods, tools, processes and the technical issues to be managed.

ONLINE COURSE

The Heart Dimension: here the focus is on feelings. It is about the feelings
experienced working with a group online, and how relationships, a sense of
inclusion and engagement are managed.

4 x 2.5 hour online sessions
Tuesdays 10.30 am to 1.00 pm
18, 25 October 1, 8 November 2022

The Head Dimension: here the focus is how we think about the work. It is
about clarifying purpose and intention, analysing situations, using apt
frameworks and ideas, developing insights, re ecting on technology.
All three dimensions will be attended to on the course.
The course is structured to help participants both experience and design engaging and
participative processes that enhance creativity. It will value and build on participants’
knowledge and experience. It will have a practical focus using real life examples from
participants’ and the facilitators’ experience of online work done and online work
being planned for. The thinking and tasks needed to be done “behind the scenes” to
ensure productive work with groups will be highlighted.
The course will happen on Zoom, and will show how to get the most out of this
platform in collaboration with other online tools.

For whom is the course intended?

The course is open to all. It will be of particular interest to those who have
participated in Partners Creative Facilitation courses.

This course is intended for people who are working with
groups online and also for those who wish to add online
facilitation to their skills repertoire.

Organised by Partners Training

The course will be facilitated by Frank Naughton and Jacqui Gage
When and where will the course take place and how much will it cost?
The course will take place over 4 x 2.5 hour sessions, (dates opposite), via Zoom.
The cost is €210 (payable by invoice)
Early bird offer: The cost is €200 if paid in full by 23rd September 2022.

for Transformation

Kimmage Manor, Whitehall Road, D12 P5YP

Are you interested?
If you are interested and want to nd out more about the course do please contact us by email
at partnerst4t@gmail.com
Early booking is advisable as places are strictly limited in order to facilitate a fully participative
online experience.
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You can book for this course by emailing
partnerst4t@gmail.com

